
A large amount of data produced by governmental organizations is accessible in the form of tables 
encoded as CSV files. Semantic table interpretation (STI) strives to transform them into linked data 
in order to make them more useful. As significant portion of the tabular data is of statistical nature, 
and therefore comprises predominantly of numeric values, it is paramount to possess effective 
means for interpreting relations between the entities and their numeric properties as captured in the 
tables.

As the current general-purpose STI tools infer the annotations of the columns almost exclusively 
from numeric objects of RDF triples already present in the linked data knowledge bases, they are 
unable to handle unknown input values. This leaves them with weak evidence for their suggestions. 
On the other hand, known techniques focusing on the numeric values also have their downsides. 
Either their background knowledge representation is built in a top-down manner from general 
knowledge bases, which do not reflect the domain of input and in turn do not contain the values in a 
recognizable form. Or they do not make use of context provided by the general STI tools. This 
causes them to mismatch annotations of columns consisting from similar values, but of entirely 
different meaning.

This thesis addresses the described issues by applying a bottom-up approach to construction of the 
background knowledge model, utilizing already processed CSV files, as suggested by and 
complementary to preceding work of Neumaier et al. On top of that it employs a basic form of 
steering of the search toward values sharing similar context. The proposed algorithm is evaluated on 
the available gold standard dataset and compiled datasets originating from Austrian open data 
catalogs. The solution achieves significant improvement over the current representatives of both the 
general and number-focused approach in these scenarios. The contribution is presented as a stand-
alone service, which supports an extension to existing STI tool Odalic. This setup facilitates user 
feedback and additional manual creation of the researched relations.


